SPECIFICATIONS

Product Description: STORAGE BAG (8” (20.3cm) DUCT)
Part Number: 9500-45
Style: DUCT STORAGE BAG

GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
Easy to transport and store, this durable polyester rectangular carry bag features reinforced handles, shoulder strap and dual zipper entry. Cylinder shape for tight controlled fit to hold 8” (20.3cm) duct, up to 25’ (7.26m) long.

CONSTRUCTION:
• Heavy duty polyester material

FEATURES:
• Reinforced carry handle
• Shoulder strap
• Dual zipper closure for ease of access
• Black color fabric with white lettering
SPECIFICATIONS

Product Description: STORAGE BAG (12” (30.4cm), 16” (40.6cm) OR 20” (50.8cm) DUCT)
Part Number: 9600-45
Style: DUCT STORAGE BAG

GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
Easy to transport and store, this durable polyester rectangular carry bag features reinforced handles, shoulder strap and dual zipper entry. Cylinder shape for tight controlled fit to hold 12” (30.4cm), 16” (40.6cm) or 20” (50.8cm) duct, up to 25' (7.62m) long.

CONSTRUCTION:
• Heavy duty polyester material

FEATURES:
• Reinforced carry handle
• Shoulder strap
• Dual zipper closure for ease of access
• Black color fabric with white lettering

DIMENSIONS:
• 25” L X 22” W X 22” H
• (63.5cm L x 55.8cm W X 55.8cm H)